
O R I G I N A L POOL



                                                 ’s   TecHnologY    

SORGIvA is an extremely innovative patent in the field of pools made by stratifications of quartz and resins. SORGIvA’s  technology is the most versatile 
you can find on the market today.
The name SORGIvA recalls the innovative process through which the filtered water is fed to the lower layer of the tub and then rises in a diffuse manner 
through the entire surface. This process is made possible thanks to the interstices in the first part of the structure, the one that, incorporating the hydraulic 
system, is saturated of chlorinated water that sterilizes the swimming pool and spreads quickly with a light pressure, and then passes through the external 
surface in thin quartz.
Studies and researches have been realized with the collaboration of the producing company of the resins, in order to obtain better features in terms of resi-
stance than the others that were used in the past. 
The research of materials and accessories of the highest level guarantees quality and durability, two inseparable features for a product of this level in terms 
of aesthetic value, the most important point of our swimming pools O R I G I N A L POOL.
For this reason SORGIvA is in perfect harmony with the new systems of sterilization based on natural elements such as sodium and magnesium, so that 
you can enjoy a bath in a swimming pool with low levels of chlorine, almost like a natural pool.
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Small or large, 
every pool OriginalPool
is made taking into consideration 
your needs 
and your personal tastes. 

The personalization of our pools 
is based on the choice 
of different forms and materials. 

Beaches, water’s edges, 
chaise longue 
are handmade.
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The personalization of our pools 
is at the basis of our work.

The care of details 
makes the difference for our clients.
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Design, relax and security are some of the aspects 
that sets our pools apart from the others.

Stone and wood are the most important materials used for create 
a pool that is able to integrate in the ambience. 

A unique creation that is possible thanks to your ideas,
realized with a patent Made in Italy.
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                                                    INTERNATIONAL PATENT
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                                                    INTERNATIONAL PATENT

Our system is the one that guarantees the optimal recirculation of the water 
thanks to a minute distribution in every part of the swimming pool.

The first system in the world 
that permits the elimination 
of the input’s ventsn of the water 
into the swimming pool. 



RENOvATIONS
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after…

Transformation of an old swimming pool… 
in a work of art.

before… during…



RENOvATIONS
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Natural places and water games 
for exclusive contests…
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HABITAR314



HABITAR3

The SOCIETY    

HABITAR3 S.r.l. was established by the collaboration of different compa-
nies linked to the world of Buildings and Wellness with one objective: realize 
works with a low environmental impact, placing nature in the foreground. 

The mission of HABITAR3 S.r.l. is to give to the customer the best possible 
service, no matter if the project is for the realization of a hotel structure, or 
a sporting building, or a wellness center, or a private residence, or just a 
swimming pool: we guarantee a professional service of highest quality.

HABITAR3 is composed by three divisions: 

          : Swimming Pool & Wellness division.

                                        : Building division.

                                 : Natural cladding and finishing of value.

O R I G I N A L POOL              

                Presentandovi il nostro nuovo prodotto 

e informandovi che siamo agenti in esclusiva 

per le province di Bergamo Monza e Milano

cogliamo l’occasione per farVi 

i nostri migliori auguri di Buon Natale 

e un prospero 2013

abitarE naturalE®

pietra •• legno •• acqua
EMMIS
R a v a s i o  &  C .

                Presentandovi il nostro nuovo prodotto                 Presentandovi il nostro nuovo prodotto 

                     
 

              COSTRUZIONI          ARATICO   SRL 
 

Via Dante Alighieri n° 9,  24049 Verdello (BG)    Tel 035/4821653  Fax 035/4820850    
e-mail  info@costruzioniparatico.it    C.F. e P. IVA  02292710163 
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